
Description of visual for the Certificate in Teaching and Learning in 
Higher Education 
There are two curves that intersect at two places.  A black curve begins at the top from a circular black 
node, curves down through two additional circular black nodes before curving back up through fourth 
and fifth black circular nodes, extending slightly beyond the fifth node.  A red curve begins below the 
black curve, originating from a circular red node.  The curve crosses the black curve once before either 
of the second nodes on the red and black curves.  The red curve peaks at the second circular red node 
and dips down but above the black curve at a third red circular node.  The red curve then crosses the 
black curve, as the black curve is ascending to the fourth black circular node, and the red curve extends 
to the fourth and fifth red circular nodes, also extending slightly beyond the fifth red node, directly 
below the fifth black node on the black curve.  Below the curves is a rectangular box outlined in black 
with “Certificate in Teaching and Learning in Higher Education” typed inside.  The black and red curves 
represent the two courses that make up this certificate.  Each course consists of 5 course meetings, 
represented by the five nodes on each curve.  The curves are intertwined with each other because of 
the connections between each course, as well as the fact that these courses can be taken in any order, 
and at any point during a graduate student’s studies.  The purpose of the curves connecting the 5 nodes 
is because there is continuous learning that occurs outside of the meetings as participants reflect on 
their experiences, conversations with peers, and resources provided. 
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